Persistence of azacytidine-induced SCEs and genomic methylation in CHO cells in vitro.
Many carcinogenic agents are able to affect the methylation level in mammalian cells cultivated in vitro. The capacity of azacytidine (AZA) to demethylate DNA can be used to examine the relationship between the genomic methylation level and cytogenetic end-points. Here we compared the sister-chromatid exchange (SCE) level with the genomic % methylcytosine in a Chinese hamster ovary cell line in vitro after giving a single 10-microM pulse of AZA. Both parameters were followed up to 16 cell cycles after the agent was removed. While the SCE level increased starting 2 cycles from the treatment and persisted for the entire 16 cycles, the methylcytosine level, after an initial 50% decrease, approached the control value, completely returning to it after 10 cell cycles. The possibility that the persistence in the SCE increase is an inherited phenomenon is discussed.